INTRODUCTION
NASA's Students' Cloud Observations On-Line (S'COOL) project, a hands-on educational project, was an innovative idea conceived by the scientists in the Radiation Sciences Branch at NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, in 1996 . It came about after a local teacher expressed the idea that she wanted her students to be involved in real-life science.
S In an effort to meet the high demand for technological application of current research the project actively engages students in a variety of computer tasks. Using links provided on the S'COOL website students are able to perform various functions, such as calculating satellite overpass times, converting various measurements to the required units and applying findings in suggested lab activities. Students are encouraged to download current data for study and analysis. Oppomnity and instruction for using data in creating graphs, mapping activities and statistical application is provided at the website, where instructions lead them through sequential learning steps for computer usage to accomplish those tasks.
From For that student or teacher who lacks contidence in the area of meteorology help is near. Through numerous links on the S'COOL website a student or instructor can find cloud identifkation, explanation of terminology and step by step directions for using their computers to upload and download data and to otherwise process it. A quarterly newsletter keeps participants informed of new developments and introduces them to some of the experts in the field. Questions submitted to the S'COOL team are answered by members of the S'COOL and CERES team.
SUMMARY
An article titled, "One Small Step for NASA," grabbed the headlines in Spartanburg, SC, USA, recently as students u n h the direction of their instructor Dr. Donovan, made observations for the S'COOL project. The project extended to learning about satellites and weather. Teacher Ms. Westmoreland acknowledged that the students noticed things that previously they had not.
"Once you do something like this you look at clouds in a Werent way," student Robert Few said.
" Interested teachers are directed to the contact information section of this paper. Registration information can be obtained in the same manner.
